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ABSTRACT   
Data related to social activities in Indonesia mostly used statistical data. Statistics for large numbers of social will make 
it difficult to interpret and analyze because it consists of many columns and rows with each value. Geo-visualization is a 
visualization of data represented in a geographic coordinate system. Social statistics could be visualized to ease the 
process of spatial analysis data that considers a spatial surface of the earth. The study area is in the Special Region of 
Yogyakarta. This study aims to (1) Select, test and find out color symbol scheme most effective classification method for 
choropleth mapping of Demographic Map, (2) Mapping happiness profile of population using small area estimation 
method, (3) Analyzing tourist trends based on Instagram data using space-time cube visualization. Secondary data used 
are population and happiness, while primary data uses social media data for tourist visualization. Geo-visualization of 
population and happiness used the choropleth method. In social media geo-visualization for tourists using space-time 
cube geo-visualization with hexagonal tessellation cells. The results obtained are population maps with the best 
classification scheme, happiness maps at different scale levels, and tourist map using space-time cube in Yogyakarta 
Special Region.   
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1. INTRODUCTION  
Indonesia is a broad country which has various ethnic groups and cultures. Community social activities would be varied 
according to their culture. A pattern of social activities has an impact on economic activities especially on the income 
sector for daily essentials. In Indonesia, data about social use of statistical data. Statistics for large numbers of social data 
will make it difficult to interpret and analyze because it consists of many columns and rows with each value. 

Geo-visualization is data visualization represented in a geographic coordinate system. Social statistics could be 
visualized to ease the process of spatial analysis data that considers the spatial surface of the earth. The geo-visualization 
of social data has its primacy in studies that could be integrated with the physical surface of the earth. This supports the 
geographic idea that claims the physical surface of the earth affects social activities and vice versa. This research shows 
three different things in representing social data. 

Requirements in delivering information in the form of maps are higher in various fields of studies. All field of studies 
requires effective data presentation to make a decision. Good decision making based on maps requires great 
understanding however not all fields of studies are familiar with map usage. Classes of data classification results is one 
of the support to help in understanding map usage. 

The mapping method is constantly improving along with using social statistic to balance the lack of mapping which 
carried out conventionally using census and survey data. Survey and census obtained from a specific range of duration 
and usually presented in a province or regency/city level with a classification of urban and rural areas. Comprehensive 
data presentation up until sub-district level or rural/urban village is not possible since it will need time and cost. On the 
other hand, the mapping of social conditions in the society needed for the governments’ programs right on target. Elbers 
et al (2003) uses its primacy of census and survey data to create a prediction model. This model aimed to estimate the 
value of the smallest geographic area which accounted for statistically. This method called the Small Area Estimation. 
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Tourists’ data extraction using big data Instagram is one of the ways to find out tourist spatial patterns effectively and 
efficiently as well as able to scope all areas in real-time. People’s tendency to share photos on holidays in Indonesia is 
many. Hexagonal tessellation is a geometry iteration to present overlapping data points by generalizing according to the 
scales. Areas that have similar near-by points were clearly through its aggregate of hexagonal tessellation. However, 
hexagonal tessellation is a discreet visual tessellation therefore, a variation of hexagonal sizes will directly influence 
tourists’ geo-visualization. Hexagonal tessellation has yet explored in mapping activities despite it could be good for 
geo-visualization (Birch, et al 2007). Hexagonal tessellation geo-visualization used in tourists’ density analysis 
associated with tourists’ attractions however for spatial-temporal analysis is difficult because it involves time dimension 
(Kang, et al 2018). Space-time cube geo-visualization is data spatial representation which offers three dimensions of geo-
visualization which are spatial (x, y) and time dimension (z). Hence, tourists’ geo-visualization using space-time cube 
will make the analysis easier based on spatial and temporal. 

2. METHODOLOGY 
2.1 Classification Scheme Testing  

Data that will be visualized in the choropleth map is population density of Special Region of Yogyakarta obtained from 
Statistics Indonesia in Special Region of Yogyakarta province. Supporting data to ease visualizing the Special Region of 
Yogyakarta province is in the form of shape-file format obtained from Geospatial Information Agency. 

Steps of data classifying are by deciding the types of data to adjust the data classification method, limiting the total 
classes by using Sturgess method, where n is the total data (similarity 1) and limiting the total classes by deciding the 
lowest classes limit and followed by other limits which are the continuation of the lowest class limits. Limits of total 
classes have a condition where the decision of interval classes based on the limits of classes taken, interval classes cannot 
be repeated and all interval classes were filled. 

Classification scheme testing uses some classification method. Classification method used are constant interval 
classification, arithmetic classification, geometric classification, quintile classification, standard deviation classification 
and dispersal graph classification method. 

 Total Class = log(n) 3,3  + 1  (1) 

2.2 Small Area Estimation 

Estimation calculation carried out on the urban and rural provincial level. This is because census data only available in 
village aggregate level (Podes 2018) and happiness survey (SPTK 2017) sample schemes made to represent data up to 
rural and urban provincial level only. Estimation model equation (beta model) by Elbers et al (2003) developed using the 
following equation (2). GLS regression calculations needed because it uses OLS to get “β” in equation 2. 

 

 ln Ych = Xch β + μch (2) 

Where ln Ych = logarithm of overall satisfaction life scale variable village-h cluster-c, c = subscript for province cluster, 
h = subscript for rural and urban village-h on cluster-c, Xch = household characteristic village-h cluster-c, μch = vector of 
disturbance. Location variables is filled with locational variance (μch= ηc+ εch) where ηc is error level in cluster term and 
εch is error level in the household term. 

 

 ln �̃� ch = xch β ̃+ �̃�  c + �̃�𝑐ℎ      where β∼N (β ,̂ Σ ̂β) (3) 

The last step is to simulate the model to census data with bootstrap a hundred times to obtain estimation value and 
standard error. The simulation model defined as in equation (3). To obtain the result in a smaller area, census data must 
have a complete hierarchy ID to the area needed. Variables have to be available in both data and measured with the same 
method. Further analysis of the variable definition and statistic comparison required on each variable between census and 
survey data. For further explanation, see Elbers et al (2003). Explanatory variables that contribute significantly selected 
by a stepwise regression method. The happiness threshold of overall life satisfaction scale (range 1-10) set to score 5. 
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Census and survey data compiled based on the hierarchy ID (table 1). Hierarchy ID consists of cluster-ID and household 
ID. The household ID is a unique ID for each household sample. The household ID used as a truncation ID in PovMap 
2.0 software. In this research, we use FGT0 to decide spatial profiles. FGT0 shows a percentage population that has a 
happiness level below threshold. Estimation results on the model classified into two classes i.e. Unhappy and Happy. 
Classification using the geometrical interval method. The classification model used to produce a profile map and to 
decide the spatial characteristics of happiness profiles in the Special Region of Yogyakarta. 

Table 1.  Hierarchy ID Model. 

Hierarchy for Urban Hierarchy for Rural 
ID Description ID Description 

13400000000 Yogyakarta Province 23400000000 Yogyakarta Province 
13471000000 Yogyakarta City 23401000000 Kulon Progo Regency 
13471010000 Gedongtengen Sub-district 23401010000 Temon Sub-district 
13471010001 Pringgokusuman Village 23401010001 Temon Kulon Village 

Source: Village Master File 2010 and Author’ interpretation 
 

2.3 Space-time Cube Geo-visualization 

Space-time cube geo-visualization as a geo-visualization that accommodates spatial-temporal data. Hence, the data 
needed to cover three dimensions are spatial and temporal. In this research, data Instagram used. The process of 
obtaining the data uses a web-based application called Netlytic. These data go through preprocessing to produce the data 
without noise. The preprocessing process is a process of erasing iteration data and advertisements which text keywords. 
This process uses QGIS software. Data that went through preprocessing will then be visualized using a space-time cube 
to see the distribution pattern based on time tendency. Geo-visualization created using ArcGIS 10.5 application with 
space-time cube tool Geo-visualization able to see the time tendency and distribution which shows time pattern of each 
bin through temporal pattern classification results in two dimensions. The duration range is from 28 August 2018 until 
11 December 2018. The interval bin used is weekly. Weekly time duration based on context and data availability. The 
context in tourism has different visitation of tourists each day. Ideally, tourists visit on the weekends which produces a 
balanced trend of minimal time which is suitable weekly. In the context of data availability, the data obtained are 3 
months old, meaning time possibilities are daily, weekly and hourly. Based on two considerations, a suitable interval bin 
is weekly whereas the tessellation size used is 1 Km. This size is assumed that tourists’ spot in the Special Region of 
Yogyakarta area is not big enough with the size of 1 Km. 

 

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
3.1 Classification Scheme Testing  

The most effective classification method tested based on the proportion test. All of the total population arranged based 
on the amount. The value of population density is a result of processing by using the total population divided based on 
the Special Region of Yogyakarta area of the administration data vector. The population density value of each sub-
district has a unit of “population/km2”. The population density value of each sub-district is then arranged from the 
lowest to highest to make it easier for classification. 

Classification methods used to simplify the sub-districts level with a similar population density value. Each classification 
methods have different lower and upper limits in each classification class. This caused members of each classification 
results classes different. Result obtained from the proportion test in Table 2. Based on the values obtained, the 
classification method with the lowest proportion value is Arithmetic Interval with 0.26. The lowest proportion value 
shows that the classification method can represent the classified data well and suitable with classification classes where 
each population density value of each sub-districts should be. Whereas the highest value is the Quantile classification 
method with 0.30. Based on the value, it was expected for the population density value to be well-distributed spatially 
hence it can be seen to be more equal. Figure 1 is a result of mapping with color symbol schemes which are similarly 
used in the arithmetic interval and quantile classification method as a comparison spatially. 
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Table 2.  Proportion Testing Result of Classification Scheme. 

Result of 
Proportion 

Testing 

Constant 
Interval 

Arithmetic 
Interval 

Geometric 
Interval 

 
Quantile Standard 

Deviation 
Dispersal 

Graph 
Most Effective 

Classification Method 
According to The 
Lowest Proportion 

Value

Total 22.60 20.35 20.71 23.74 21.85 22.85 

Average 0.29 0.26 0.27 0.30 0.28 0.29 Arithmetic Interval: 
0.26 

Source: Author’ calculation 

Arithmetic Interval was able to cover seven classes of population density in the Special Region of Yogyakarta because 
quintile covers eight classes of population density. Introduction of population density classes with total classes above 5 
should use a maximal of seven classes and have to still be attempted for mapping to get a result of total odd classes. 
Total odd classes are represented in the map to ease map users in knowing population density classes. If there are seven 
classes, then there is one middle class with three upper classes and three lower classes therefore, it will be easier for map 
users to compare than eight classes on the map. Additionally, spatial distribution of population density in arithmetic 
interval is visually more equal and easier to compare between classes than quintile. 

 
(a)       (b) 

Figure 1. Population Density Map in Special Region of Yogyakarta using Arithmetic Interval Classification Scheme (a) 
and Quantile Classification Scheme (b). 

 

3.2 Small Area Estimation 

Statistics Indonesia (BPS) released the happiness index of the Special Region of Yogyakarta (DIY) in the year 2017 with 
a percentage of 72.93% and the eighth place as the happiest province in Indonesia. Publication of happiness index is only 
presented in the rural and urban province level. The small area estimation method by Elbers et al (2003) is used to map 
out the 2017s happiness index in the Special Region of Yogyakarta Province until the rural level by using a calculation 
model of province level. This calculation involves two significant house-hold variables for the urban estimation model 
and six significant house-hold variables for the rural estimation model. 

Estimation calculation differentiated into two which are urban province estimation and rural province estimation (Elbers 
et al, 2003; Suryahadi et al, 2015). Table 3 shows part of the calculation results of small area estimation from province to 
rural level. The estimation result is in the form of FGT0 (headcount index) and standard error on each scale. Despite the 
result of standard error is small along with low hierarchy, this is not fully correct. This is caused by a total of census data 
used on simulation step that needs to consider significant variable regression result on a model, as well as total and 
survey samples distribution of Special Region of Yogyakarta Province which determined by BPS, are not enough to 
processed to rural level. 
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Table 3.  Estimation Result of Small Area Estimation Calculation. 

Urban Rural
ID FGT0 (%) SE ID FGT0 (%) SE 

13400000000 0.07 0.25 23400000000 1.29 0.0071 
13471000000 0.07 0.38 23401000000 1.6 0.0152 
13471010000 0.67 0.0469 23401010000 0.53 0.0182 
13471010001 0 0 23401010001 0 0 

Source: Author’ interpretation 

Figure 2 shows the maps as a result of small area estimation calculations on various map scales. Map visualization 
follows the result of estimation calculation which is separated according to urban and rural classification. Classification 
using the geometric interval classification method separated into two classes. Based on the estimation of each scale and 
province-level until rural show pattern of urban area dominating percentage classification of people living under the 
scale of life satisfaction is lesser compared to the rural area. Regency/city level estimation seen based on visualization, 
have not much difference compared to province level. This is due to urban and rural classification in the level of 
regency/city is not much different from the province level. Rural level estimation shows detailed disperse pattern of 
which village included in the first or second class. 

 
(a)       (b) 

 
(c)       (d) 

Figure 2. Urban and Rural Happiness Map based on Individual Proportion below threshold (FGT0) in (a) Province level 
(b) Regency and City level (c) District level (d) Village level. 
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3.3 Space-time Cube Geo-visualization 

Result of big data Instagram geo-visualization for tourists shows a few numbers of tourists’ attractions which are 
significant statistically. This condition shows that not all tourists share their photos on Instagram. The result of tourists is 
different from tourists in general. The border of tourists on the research is tourists which visited and shared content on 
Instagram. Therefore, a tourist attraction on the research is different from the most popular tourist attraction base on 
Instagram data. The result of tourist attraction from Instagram data extraction is something that people find good to share 
on Instagram (Instagramable). Figure 3 shows the tourists map using space-time cube geo-visualization. Three space-
time cube patterns that are detected are a consecutive hotspot, sporadic hotspot, and no pattern. Tourists’ attractions 
classification using space-time cube with the most distribution is no pattern. This is because not all tourists share their 
photos on Instagram. Hotspot identified on tourist maps using space-time cube geo-visualization is a consecutive hotspot 
and sporadic hotspot. Consecutive hotspot is a hotspot that happened at the end of the bin and no other previous hotspot 
while sporadic hotspot is an irregular hotspot or random pattern. 

Based on the spatial-temporal map of Figure 3, sporadic hotspot pattern is in Malioboro area. Whereas consecutive 
hotspot patterns are seen in three locations which are Malioboro, Depok and The Lost World Castle. Malioboro is a 
tourist attraction area highly visited due to the various tourist spots such as shopping centers, historical building and 
clean cities with local culture. The Lost World Castle is a tourists’ attraction that offers the beauty of flowers and castles. 
Consecutive hotspot patterns in Depok, if analyzed further is a shop building. This means that the account is an 
advertisement account which has not been filtered perfectly during the preprocessing process. As a result, tourist geo-
visualization using space-time cube based on Instagram data cannot be filtered perfectly. 

 
Figure 3. Tourists’ Map using Space-time Cube. 

 

Based on the overall statistic space-time cube calculation, the time tendency resulted each week caused the amount of 
tourists to increase. Trend-z values of 8.7113. The total time steps 15 bin with weekly interval, counted from 28 August 
2018 until 11 December 2018 or equals to 106 days. Malioboro is an area with significant hotspot based on space-time 
cube geo-visualization. Hotspot phenomena in Depok Village in Table 3.1 which shows the space-time cube statistic 
calculation. Depok Village has a tessellation code 162 with a total sum_value of 27 posts. Malioboro has a tessellation 
code 197 with sum_value of 27 posts. The Lost World Caste has a tessellation code 31 with a sum_value of 39 posts. 
sum_value comparison of tourists’ attractions with hotspot patterns has a high amount, except for code 162 and 197. The 
smallest value is 0 post and a maximum value of 24 and 14 posts. This means that many phenomena of no visitors in one 
week based on big data Instagram. Total tessellation identified is 404. However, only 9 tessellations identified as a 
hotspot. This shows tourists’ mapping using Instagram data only covers Instagram users who share their photos in social 
media and share spatial information and does not cover older tourists and children. 
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Table 4.  Result of Space-time Cube Calculation. 

Objectid Pattern Perc_Hot Trend_Z Trend_P Sum_Value Min_Value Max_Value 

162 Consecutive Hot Spot 1.081 2.802 0.005 27.000 0.000 24.000 

197 Consecutive Hot Spot 8.108 8.767 0.000 27.000 0.000 14.000 

153 Sporadic Hot Spot 9.189 7.745 0.000 99.000 0.000 18.000 

169 Sporadic Hot Spot 9.189 9.254 0.000 755.000 0.000 100.000 

186 Sporadic Hot Spot 9.189 9.250 0.000 1684.000 0.000 215.000 
Source: Author’ calculation 

4. CONCLUSION 
The geo-visualization of social data in the Special Region of Yogyakarta shows arithmetic interval classification method 
is the most effective classification method based on proportion test because it produces an overall lowest proportion of 
0.26. Estimation of each scales in the province to village levels shows urban area pattern dominate percentage 
classification of the population living under life satisfaction scale is lower compared to the rural area. Space-time cube 
geo-visualization using Instagram data can be a solution in tourist mapping especially in a wide area. Tourists in the 
Special Region of Yogyakarta have increased, especially in Malioboro and The Lost World Castle in 3 months. 
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